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We believe what we feel.

Nowadays we're in the age of digital information overload.

An age with so many things on screens with overflowing,

changing and constant information,

making us unsure about what is true, and what is hype.

We believe that what people need in this age is the "actual experience".

 

We want to be a part of the moments when people are so engrossed

in enjoying themselves in nature that time is forgotten.

 

At Jackson we strive to offer the “actual experience” beyond digital.
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Place rods at 35 degrees with 
350g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. 
The repulsive force of rods are 
not expressed, acual feeling at a 
fight with fish may be different.

▲
JSS-610M-SP

▲
JSC-66TL-P+

Enjoyable experience for sea bass fishing
This rod has been designed in collaboration with an experienced captain of a popular sea bass 

boat at Tokyo bay.

Based on the tour guides experince we pursued the rod which anglers need now.

Our conclusion was the "Ability to accommodate", and a build a rod which can 

adopt to varying circumastances where there is constant change and 

anglers can then still fish with enjoyment and ease.

So the "JESTER" was born.

Improving on the basic performance features, it has flexibility 

which anglers can feel and enjoy through the chrome 

blank which can adopt many situations, showing ver-

satility at all times.

Fitted with TORZITE rings by Fuji for ultimate 

perfromance and blank suitability.

Without compromise, we proudly 

introduce JESTER.

Grip design has both design and functionality.

JSC-66TL-P+
A baitcasting rod designed specially for flipping cast.

The blank is Jackson's original development concept called TL action (Technical Light action) designed to fish light weight lures.

Its design allows for extemely accurate pin point casting with variety of lure weights include light weight tackle.

Its construction and design make it very sensitive but powerful enough to strike and fight sea bass.

This rod gives the angler sensitivity, accuracy and power all in the one rod.

JSS-610M-SP
This is an all rounder for sea bass fishing. and one of the greatest features is its rear parts.

The suspension system in the rear section enables the angler to react to fish bites immediately. This system also allows anglers to enjoy the fishing  with larger lunker 

sea bass, blue fish and flat fish. Its smooth sensitive tip allows fish to strike and increase hook up rates, 

Maximum lure weight is 35grm, and can handle wide range of weights and types of lures.

Its blank is Jackson' original design, which is a combination of a powerful action and elastic function.  This rod allows anglers to cast both with pin point accuracy and 

with distnace when needed.

Specification

Titanium torzite ring by Fuji

MODEL

JSC-66TL-P+

JSS-610M-SP

Price

¥35,500

¥34,500

Length (ft /  cm)

6ft6in / 199cm

6ft10in / 210cm

Power

Technical Light +POWER

Medium Suspension

Lure Weight

MAX20g

MAX35g

Line

MAX PE#1.5

MAX PE#1.5

Action

Regular

Regular

Self Weight

-

-

Tip
Diameter

1.4mm

1.5mm

Piece

1(BJ)

1(BJ)

Collapsed
Size

168cm

177cm

Other
Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Carbon
Fiber

98%

98%

Made from original material to provde power and increase
hook up rates.

Akira Ikegami Salt Water Field Staff

Ak i ra I kegami ,  a  sea bass tour  gu ide ca l l ed 
"unlimited". He has more than 300 tours in a year. 
His polite service and constant fishing success keep 
customers wanting to fish with him time after time.
He a lso won the t i t le a t  Tokyo bay sea bass 
tournament.
http://www.unlimited-style.com/

2019
NEW
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04

̶ Surf ̶

High cost performance ever
Developed and designed for surf fishing. It is suitable for flat fish, lunker sea bass, yellow tail and large mackerel.

Jackson's orignal blank design with Fuji K guides, allows anglers ultimate casting distance with PE line without interruption.

Improved with newest technology
Ocean gate has an improved designed and specifically for horse mackerel. It has new intergrated technology and now capa-

ble of more aggresive fishing styles.The blank has also been modified for improved power and balance giving a mix of power 

and sensitivity when required.

JOG-1062M-K SF

JOG-1062M-K SF

JOG-1112MH-K SF

MODEL

¥15,000

¥15,500

Price

10ft6in
322cm

11ft2in
333cm

Length 
(ft /  cm)

Medium

Medium
Heavy

Power

10-45g

12-60g

Rigweight

PE #0.8-2

PE #0.8-2

Line

Fast

Fast

Action

-

-

Self
Weight

-

-

Tip
Diameter

2

2

Piece

-

-

Collapsed
Size

-

-

Other
Materials

-

-

Carbon
Fiber

2019
NEW

̶ Horse Mackerel ̶

JOG-600XL-K ST AJ

JOG-604UL-K ST AJ

MODEL

JOG-610L-K ST AJ

¥13,000

¥13,500

Price

¥14,000

6ft
182cm

6ft4in
195cm

Length 
(ft /  cm)

6ft10in
186cm

Extra
Light

Ultra
Light

Power

Light

0.2-3g

0.4-5g

Rigweight

0.4-7g

2lb

2.5lb

Line

3lb

-

-

Action

-

-

-

Self
Weight

-

-

-

Tip
Diameter

-

Piece

2

2

2

-

-

Collapsed
Size

-

-

-

Other
Materials

-

-

-

-

Carbon
Fiber

2019
NEW

̶ Rockfish ̶

JOG-72UL-K ST MB

JOG-76L-K ST MB

MODEL

JOG-76L-K MB

¥13,500

¥14,000

Price

¥13,500

7ft2in
219cm

7ft6in
231cm

Length 
(ft /  cm)

7ft6in
231cm

Ultra Light

Light

Power

Light

1-5g

1-7g

Rigweight

1-10g

PE #0.15-04

PE #0.15-04

Line

PE #0.15-04

-

-

Action

-

-

-

Self
Weight

-

-

-

Tip
Diameter

-

2

2

Piece

2

-

-

Collapsed
Size

-

-

-

Other
Materials

-

-

-

-

Carbon
Fiber

2019
NEW

K guide frames by Fuji are equipped. The use of
PE line is  safer due to alconite adpoted for the ring.

The length 10.6ft is perfect for surf fishing, and suitable for heavy plugs or metal

jig lures and longer minnows.

JOG-1112MH-K SF
Capable of long distance casting when wading from the shore.

Suitable for species like large blue fish and is suitable for heavier lures jigs up to

a maximum of 60g.

JOG-600XL-K ST AJ
This rod has a unique design specifically for inshore jig head fishing. Its sensitive tip is perfect for sensitive hook

ups and strikes while still maintaining power and balance for fish like Horse Makerel.

JOG-604UL-K ST AJ
A standard model which is well balanced as for sensitibity, operability and casting distance.

A perfect rod for for single jig head fishing, but also can be used for micro plugs with its quick action.

JOG-610L-K ST AJ
A versatile model which can handle jig heads, carolina rig and micro jig. Its length of 10ft is suitable not only for

a varieties of rigs but also for different kinds of situations such as seawall or seashore.

Therefore it deserves to be called the all-rounder.

K guide frames are equipped

K guide frames are equipped

Reborned for rockfish anglers
Ocean Gate rock fish series are a design innovation for rockfish fishing. 

Constant field tests have helped design the action which anglers need to fish successfully.

Dividing the series for horse mackerel and rockfish, the models anglers demand are successfully lined up and ready to use.

JOG-72UL-K ST MB
This model has high hooking rate due to its sensitive performance and balance. The angler can feel the subtle difference

of tidal currents and strikes through the rod tip, allowing anglers to detect the slightest of strike or movement.

JOG-76L-K ST MB
With a length of 7.6ft its perfect for fishing sea walls from the shore,

It has a sensitive solid tip which can handle wide range of lure weights, making it a versatile choice.

JOG-76L-K MB
Built with a hollow structure with great versatility, it can be use with a single jig head, plug, micro jig and heavier

lures for floating rigs. Its powerful and balance give versatility and give the angler options for different situations

and is capable of large rock fish.

K guide frames are equipped

SOLID TIP MODEL

SOLID TIP MODEL

SOLID TIP MODEL

SOLID TIP MODEL

SOLID TIP MODEL

Specification

Specification

Specification



MODEL

JAM-555XXXL-AS
JAM-600XXXL-AS
JAM-602XL-ST
JAM-610XL-ST

Price

¥45,000

¥46,000

¥44,000

¥44,000

Length (ft /  cm)

5ft5.5in / 166cm

6ft / 183cm

6ft2in / 188cm

6ft10in / 208cm

Power

XXX Light

XXX Light

Extra Light

Extra Light

Rigweight

0-1.8g

0-1.8g

0-3.5g

0-5.2g

Line

0.8-2lb

0.8-2lb

0.8-2.5lb

0.8-2.5lb

Action

Extra Fast

Extra Fast

Extra Fast

Extra Fast

Self Weight

78g

82g

66g

73g

Tip Diameter

0.6mm

0.6mm

0.7mm

0.75mm

Piece

1

1

2

2

Collapsed Size

166.5cm

183cm

98cm

108cm

Other Materials

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Glassfiber5%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber5%
Epoxy resin

Carbon Fiber

100%

100%

95%

95%

▲
JAM-555XXXL-AS

▲
JAM-600XXXL-AS

▲
JAM-610XL-ST

JAM-602XL-ST ▶

30t for full-solid blank specification, extra tuned model born to capture small aji, a severe 
game found in harbor areas, which require a more technical method. The JAM-555XXXL-AS 
is a 5 ft 5.5 inch, short length rod that achieves a high balance of miracle that does not feel 
the weight of all solid blank at all. Together with its short length, you get amazing operability 
and a hooking response. The short length contributes also to sensitivity improvement, not 
only to surely capture the bite of the slight feeling level which is difficult to perceive, as well 
as the water pressure change due to a slight tidal current and the water depth are also 
transmitted to the angler, a light weight easy to feel no It makes jig single game clearer.
In addition, the tip which was scraped to its limit demonstrates the unique feeling "can be 
hung, but it can be hung" without playing the fine bite of bean trevally.

JAM-555XXXL-AS The Jam Over super technical ALL CARBON SOLID

The extra finesse model of all-solid blank specification symbolizes the series concept of JAM OVER. By 
using a higher elasticity 30t carbon than other normal solid rod for the blank material, it became the 
stickiness and flexibility of the all-solid's feature, so it combined the sharpness with the outstanding 
sensitivity that overturn the concept of a usual all-solid. The blank bends like a whip and puts even the slight 
weight on the rod surely, achieves incredible flying distance that you can't think it is 6ft by even the 
ultra-light jig head of 0.4g class. The tip that pursuit the delicacy as much as possible, catches even the 
delicate tidal sensitively and the presence of the rig which doesn't have much resistance, shows the hooking 
ability like it's a automatic without flicking the delicate bite of a small horse mackerel and reluctant eating. In 
addition, suspension performance of the unique all-solid.In addition, the unique suspension performance of 
all-solid prevents the ultra-fine mono filament line with small elongation from break, enables to bring the 
unexpected big fish to landing. The ultimate one only can be produced by Jackson that knows all-solid well.

JAM-600XXXL-AS THE JAMOVER ALL CARBON SOLID

In contrast to JAM-600XXXL-AS, the tip model specialized in "Fishing of hooking "using the 
lightweight jig head less than 1.8g. The metallic tension and outstanding high balance 
transcend the sensitivity and operability of usual Ajing rod, and transmit a delicate bite to 
the angler like a sensor, enable the active style that going to hook aggressively. It is the 
speciality model of the lightweight jig head has the applicability can use in in any place such 
as a small point of a harbor of cause, at a breakwater and a rocky beach.

JAM-602XL-ST THE ACTIVE SETTER SOLID TIP MODEL

The blank equipped with the delicate and sharp solid tip with the strong power and bit longer length, it 
is the all-round model that doesn't choose any sizes, fields and the lures of mackerel you're aiming. Its 
ability can manage from the delicate fishing of the lightweight jig head to the reaction that is required 
the quick operation perfectly, and corresponds to a small plug and Carolina rigs. The exquisite taper 
design that bends smoothly according to the load while it has the metallic tension, has the power 
doesn't give the initiative to a big mackerel and also the flexibility to avoid a sudden rush. In addition, it 
is the rod that you often choose when you are in trouble to choose a rod cause of its high versatility.

JAM-610XL-ST THE WIDE ACCURACY SOLID TIP MODEL

The lightest model with 
thin rings and titanium 
f r ame s .  D owns i z i n g  
b ecame po s s i b l e  by  
expanding  apertures, and 
it also became possible 
to use smaller guides.

TORZIT
E

Place rods at 30 degrees with 
150g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. 
The repulsive force of rods are 
not expressed, acual feeling at a 
fight with fish may be different.
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̶ SAGOSHI ̶

̶ Shore Jig ̶
For everyone enjoys the intense and dynamic shore jigging. 

Blueback fishes can be said the main target in salt water fishing 

now. Everyone are excited and addicted the strong tug and 

the boil like the sea is boiling. It is the orthodox rod that everyone 

can enjoy the easily such a dynamic fishing. 24t carbon is 

excellent in persistence compared to 30t and 40t, and its 

moderate tension enable everyone to cast easily, ideal material 

for a jig rod. This is wound up using the original taper design 

that Jackson has developed, and is finished as a high balance 

design with strong and reducing heavy holding feeling.

Developed with a desire to supply a special rod suitable for Sagoshi for beginners after 

understanding the predation characteristics of Sagoshi. Its predation method is different from 

sea bass and blue runner, it is not a predation which inhales bait, it likes to bite its prey first, the 

sharp teeth bruise baitfish, then they chase the weakened ones. This is why the rod must have 

a sensitive tip section to feel these bites as they are not as strong as seabass and others.

K guide frames by Fuji are equipped. The use of
PE line is safer due to alconite adpoted for the ring.

JOG-906ML-K SJ
A model best suited as an entry model of shore jigging. The 

length of the rod makes it easy to handle, and it is ideal for jig 

casting from a levee. It is recommended for anglers who develop 

game around 30 g of metal jig.

JOG-908M-K SJ
At an exquisite length of 9.8 ft, it is easy to operate while securing 

long range performance and cast covers from levee to surf. It 

corresponds to major weights in shore jigging for a metal jig. It is 20 

to 60 g and it is a standard model for medium size blue runners.

JOG-1000MH-K SJ
A suitable rod for fishing in vast fields such as surf fishing. A long 

rod which corresponds to the cast of a large plug such as a 

diving pencil, as well as to cast a jig of 20 to 80 g at great distances. 

It is also suitable for fields where large blue runners can be found. 

JOG-1006H-K SJ
A heavy power model that corresponds to circumstances where you 

can not compete with a light jig like strong wind surf, quick tide at 

rocky shores and deep shores. It handles jigs up to 100g, and has the 

power to challenge monster hunts aiming at bonito, large dorado, etc. 

This is the one which can be a subordinate rod for skilled anglers.

MODEL

JOG-906ML-K SJ

JOG-908M-K SJ

JOG-1000MH-K SJ

JOG-1006H-K SJ

Other
Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resinJOG-908MML-K SGS

Price

¥11,500

¥12,000

¥12,500

¥13,000

¥13,000

Length
 (ft /  cm)

9ft6in
290cm

9ft8in
295cm

10ft
305cm

10ft6in
320cm

9ft8in
295cm

Power

Medium
Light

Medium

Medium
Heavy

Heavy

Medium
Light+

Lure
Weight

14-45g

20-60g

20-80g

25-100g

14-40g

Line

PE #1-2

PE #1-3

PE #1-3.5

PE #1-4

PE#1-1.5

Action

Fast

Fast

Fast

Regular
Fast

Regular
Fast

Self
Weight

235g

249g

267g

300g

189g

Tip
Diameter

2.1mm

2.3mm

2.4mm

2.5mm

1.6mm

Piece

2

2

2

2

2

Collapsed
Size

148cm

152cm

157cm

162.5cm

152cm

Carbon
Fiber

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

Place rods at 30 degrees with 500g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference 
only. The repulsive force 
of rods are not expressed, 
acual feeling at a fight 
with fish may be different.

JOG-1000MH-K SJ ▶

JOG-908M-K SJ ▶

̶ Shore Jig ̶
̶ SAGOSHI ̶JOG-1006H-K SJ ▶

JOG-906ML-K SJ ▶

▶ JOG-908MML-K SGS

Specification

Specification
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A finesse model for surf fishing corresponding to fish that do not use their mouths, such as fish that 

have been injured due to environmental changes such as stormy weather and a sudden drop in water 

temperature, and fields that have been highly pressured by anglers. In surf, worming using super 

lightweight 5 to 14 g of jig head is made possible. In order to cast a lightweight lure for long distances, it 

is necessary to turn the blank firmly into a repulsive force when casting even with its own light weight. 

If it is too hard or too soft, it becomes a negative factor for casting distance. Material with moderate 

stickiness and repulsion is applied to the model. It changes its repulsion force even if it is lightweight 

itself and it can cast far. This material, plus its casting distance guarantee that you will not miss a bite. 

The solid tip seems to be delicate at the first glance, but it is great with respect to sucking bites.

For flatfish with bite, it becomes negative to use a solid tip. It needs a sticky tubular tip in order to hook 

around the hard jawbone while leaving a lure in the biting mouth. The belly of the damper role that 

protects the thin PE line continues to give pressure to the target, while absorbing shocks. It goes 

without saying that the butt has enough power to respond to flounder.

The tubular tip is not only capable of worming but is also excellent in operability with iron vibrations 

and metal jigs up to 20 g and it has a flounder aim when chasing small baits. Surf FINNESSE fishing 

corresponding to micro jigging for blue runners to the extreme model. 

STHS-9102L For the finesse

STHS-1062M
STHS-1112MH

STHS-9102L

Double nut system which has endurance
for  line tangle.(1062M, 1112MH)

Adopted finesse grip for 9102L model.

▲
STHS-1062M

▲
STHS-1112MH

STHS-9102L ▶

MODEL

¥25,500

¥26,500

¥23,500

Price

10ft6in
322cm

11ft1in
333cm

9ft10in
301cm

Length 
(ft /  cm)

Medium

Medium
Heavy

Light

Power

10-45g

12-60g

5-20g

Rigweight

PE #0.8-2

PE #0.8-2

PE #0.4-1

Line

Fast

Fast

Fast

Action

199g

212g

145g

Self
Weight

1.8mm

1.8mm

1.8mm

Tip
Diameter

2

2

2

Piece

164cm

170cm

154cm

Collapsed
Size

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

98%

98%

98%

Carbon
Fiber

▲
HHS-810XH

▲
HHS-710MH-MST

HHC-706H-MHT ▶

MODEL

HHS-710MH-MST
HHS-810XH

HHC-706H-MHT

Price

¥31,000

¥33,000

¥32,000

Length (ft /  cm)

7ft10in / 237cm

8ft10in / 268.2cm

7ft6in / 227cm

Power

M Heavy Butt Medium Solid Tip

Extra Heavy

Heavy Butt Medium Heavy Tip

Rigweight

7-35g

14-65g

10-45g

Line

PE#0.8-1.5

PE#1-2.5

PE#1-2

Action

Extra Fast

Fast

Fast

Self Weight

140.6g

181.7g

143.7g

Tip
Diameter

1.19mm

2.35mm

2.2mm

Piece

2

2

2

122.5cm

137.5cm

Collapsed
Size

117.2cm

Other
Materials

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Carbon
Fiber

99%

99%

99%

HHS-810XH
Spinning model specialized for a wide range of applications. A long, high-responsive 

blank of  8.1 ft is excellent for long range casting, and it is also suitable for fishing tight 

to the bootom. Using high sensit iv i ty materials in this long rod has excel lency in 

operability and corresponding to various rigs, keeping the power to stop the the target 

species returning back to the structure, while maintaining sensitivity. This rods allows 

the angler to reach fish in the monster class they have never been able to target before.

HHS-710MH is the ultimate versatile rod for a wide range of fishing applications, tight bottom fishing, 

and middle water column fishing methods. Many anglers believe that 'Versatile' is a 'broad adaptation', 

meaning a ' lack of expertise' and 'no features'.

However, the "ultimate versatility" in HHS-710MH means that each of the crucial properties of 

"distance," "sensitivity," "operability," "stickiness" and "power" required for targeting rockfish, and are 

all incorporated into one rod. We have managed to combine multiple characteristics into the rod so that 

one does not change the performance of the other and each feature of the rod is strong and effective.

It is possible to feel the bottom using a lighter rig even in deeper water situations, but still allows the 

angler to achieve great casting accuracy and to target fish among structure.

Using the swimming fishing method the blank will automatically respond to any unexpected bites that 

push up from the bottom, it absorbs impacts, holding fish connected, reduce line breakage up and 

improve hook up rate. When heavy load is applied to the blank after hooking, "stickiness" is instant in 

the metallic tension rod, the bend point is variable depending on the strength of the load. While 

absorbing the fight back into structure with its high suspension capability, it has the power which 

handle even fish 3kg and over,  this rod has every aspect of Rockfish fishing covered.

HHS-710MH-MST SOLID TIP MODEL HHC-706H-MHT

Fuji titanium frames SiC-S

Specification

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. 
The repulsive force of rods are 
not expressed, acual feeling at a 
fight with fish may be different.

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. 
The repulsive force of rods are 
not expressed, acual feeling at a 
fight with fish may be different.

Original bag is at tached. Compact 
size and suitable for the opportunities 
when you prefer having less baggage.

Models that correspond to fishing with high gravity lures such as heavyweight plugs and metal jigs 

that became standard at the moment. At 10.6 ft length, which is the standard length for surf fishing, it 

is possible to fish with good handling that is not too long and not too short. A well-balanced taper 

design and 40t material blanks are superior in weight reduction and long casting performance, and 

the butt power corresponding to huge flounder treats all fish in the surf as sea bass and blue runners.

Heavyweight plugs and metal vibrations, worming with a jig head under severe circumstances, 12 to 

14 cm minnows, and a metal jig up to 45 g, correspond widely to the lure required for surf fishing. It is 

an all-rounder that covers all of surf fishing.

STHS-1062M The all-rounder

Models that correspond to situations such as high-waves, widely shallow fields, and strong winds and 

other circumstances where you need to cast a far distance. It has high elasticity and it is made from 

powerful material with 40t as the main material applied for a long length of 11.1 feet. A cast from the 

long rod delivers a lure to the mouth of a fish a distance from the shore and it is able to pass beyond 

surging waves. Applicable power corresponding to 30 to 40 g of heavy weight plugs, metal vibrations, 

long minnow for casting away, sometimes up to 60g of metal jig is not l imited to flat fish of far 

superficial surf, but also sea bass before overwintering and large blue runners such as Spanish 

mackerel are targeted. The balanced design never takes away from the angler's ability to concentrate 

with sensitivity to forget the length of 11 ft. This is the one to conquer surf fishing.

STHS-1112MH Long dynamo

Specification

HHC-760H is a power game rod which combines both "rigid" and "soft" features to help the 

angler fish steep underwater terrain with accuracy.

The rod is designed for extracting tough fish from heavy cover and structure, and has the 

poower to do so, but with its combination of features within its design, the power is still 

there for larger tough fish but the sensitivity and finesse remains so the angler can still 

read the bottom, cast with accuracy and a lengthg of 7' 6" makes this rod beautiful to use.

The rod has been developed for Rockfish specifically and to target where they live and 

enable the angler to fish in tight structure and to be able to get his lure exactly where it 

needs to be, but at the same time have the power through the butt section to extract the fish.

Therefore, what is important is the "sticky power blanks" that enables both delicate and 

bold styles of fishing, which is also the biggest feature of HHC-706H. its casts with 

accuracy but still has a delicate tip that is not common on a power rod, giving the angler 

finesse and power in the one rod.
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CKI CGY CRG LIW PPG CON

LSN CTI GCD IPBSSY

Sinking Only Sinking Only

Sinking Only Floating Only Floating Only Floating Only

2019
NEW

GLOW

Double rings
for front and
center hooks

Size

170mm 8Color

Color Price

￥2,100

Hook

#4

Weight

30g

26.5g

Type

Sinking

Floating

The weights are
movable to the tail
to create strong
centrifugal force

Vortex generator is
applied on its lip

When a minnow with a lip is retrieved the water pressure around the lip generates a vortex called the Karman vortex on the back side of the 

lip. This vortex whirls right and left, which helps the lure to move and swim, but the same happens when the lure is in the air and the Karman 

vortex is generated swallowing the lip since the lure is usually cast backwards. In the same way as underwater the lure shakes right and left 

in the air also, which is one of the biggest reason the lure breaks its posture and loses distance during the cast.

When the lure shakes in the air, it increases air resistance and decrease the flying speed, distance and accuracy.

Therefore we decided to try to apply vortex generator on the lure's lip to reduce the negative factors caused by the Karman vortex and 

stabilize its posture and increase the casting distance.

 

With vortex generator on its lip it creates a small vortex disturbing the air flow and the Karman vortex occurs outside of the small vortex 

around the vortex generator of the lip, which means the Karman vortex occurs further behind the lip so that the negative effect is less, and 

stability in the air is increased. As a result, air resistance is reduced and the best casting distance can be produced using the Vortex Genera-

tor system.

 

We tested the lure with vortex generator and without it, and recognized the reduction of air resistance at 4%.

The reduction was noticed especially around the lip and the movement when casting was decreased also.

We tested it with everyday anglers and the experts under many different situations, and found out everyone's  casting distance was 

increased at an average of 10.3%. ( Tested with Athlete 17SSV). When the conditions were difficult with a strong head wind, the difference 

between with and without vortex generator was very effective.

The vortex generator lip will be a major advantage for many anglers.

The Vortex Generator is usually applied to vehicles or 
airplanes, it is used for reducing air resistance and 
improving aerodynamics and we have applied it on the 
lip of a minnow to improve the casting distance.
The changes are minimal, but the advantages are great.

Amazing casting distance and posture stability

Patent
Pending
Patent

Pending

Patent Pending

applied

collaborated with：

NormalWith Vortex generator

Castinng distance was increased at an average of 10.3% with 17mm minnow.Castinng distance was increased at an average of 10.3% with 17mm minnow.

Small vortex around the vortex generator 
on the lip makes the bigger vortex occur 
further behind the lip.

The lure breaks its posture due to the big 
vortex around the lip.

Stabilize
casting distance
Stabilize
casting distance

Jerkman Jackson Field Staff

The Athlete 17SSV and 17FSV with the Vortex Generator enables amazing casting distance.

Long minnows require a certain technique to cast well due to their

length and not be aerodynamic and many longer minnows are difficult to cast long distance with 

stability.

One of the biggest reasons for the casting difficulty is the shaking movement of the body 

through the air which generates extra air resistance, which reduces casting distance.

The Athlete 17SSV and 17FSV have the vortex generator on its lip,which can mitigate air resis-

tance and reduce body shake, giving the Athlete 17SSV and FSV stability in the air and in turn 

longer casting distances consistently.

The average casting distance has been tested completely and found that a lure with the vortex 

generator increases casting distance by 10.3%.

The angler feel and experience the difference and its posture stability even against the wind.

It has the sharp darting action that is well known form the Athlete series and also a wobbling 

and rolling action with slower retrieves, allowing the angler to trigger reaction bites by jerking 

when required.
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Designed For Larger Mackerel and pelagics 
The Pintail Sagoshi（baby mackerel）was designed and released specially for baby mackerel 

for the first time in the industry, and became very popular among keen mackerel anglers.

On the back of its popularity and the need for a larger model to target larger Mackerel we 

have designed the Pintail Sawara（Spanish mackerel）which contains all the performance 

features of the Pintail Sagoshi.

2 sizes are available: 105mm with 35g and 120mm with 42g. Not only increasing its 

size, but it was designed freshly to specialize the use for spanish mackerel while keeping 

Sagoshi tune's specific. Pintail Sawara tune can be used in combination with the 

Sagoshi tune for different purposes and for targeting various sized fish from the school, 

with Sawara Tune to be used to target larger mackerel.

The angler can now target larger fish with all the amazing features of the Sagoshi Tune.

CTI GCD IPB WRD

RLC SRI WHE PGD

CCN

PGD SNI SWE

CKP NGR

SDG

CKC

NSG PCO SRI

Comparison with Pintail Sagoshi
Sagoshi Tune
90mm

Sawara Tune
105mm

Sawara Tune
120mm

2019
NEW

2019
NEW

GLOW

GLOW

GLOW

GLOW

Type

Sinking
8Color

11Color

ColorHook

#4

Weight

40g

33g

Size

140mm

120mm

Price

￥2,100

￥1,800

Wired through
construction

The balancing weight is
placed to reduce the lure float

Salt Water Field Staff

CCN

PGD SNI SGE

CKP NGR

SDG

CKC

Type

Super
Sinking

8Color

11Color

ColorHook

#5

#4

#2

Weight

28g

35g

42g

Size

90mm

105mm

120mm

Price

￥1,600

￥1,800

￥2,000

NEW
COLOR

NEW
COLOR

NEW
COLOR

GCD SRI WHE

New Athlete for large predators!

WRDSRBPCDMLC

GGRFSMCRICKI

The Athlete 12SSP is a sinking pencil designed for surf and flat head fishing , however over time its 

proved that its very effective for blue fish or sea bream also. Then, the new Athlete 14SSP was born. 

It is wire through construction and capable to cope with large predators such as big jaw sea bream, 

big blue fish, huge sea bass and flat fish.

Its balancing weight was moved a little forward to give it a natural fall, which is useful for both surf 

and shore. The lure during casting holds its stable posture which enables anglers to cast long distances 

and as much as metal jigs. Its larger size makes 

the action wider, and moving it in a big arc it 

creates irregular actions with faster retrieves, 

driving fish to strike the lure with aggression.

Pin Tail Sawara Tune

Pintail Sagoshi tune

Pintail Sawara tune

Sagoshi

Sawara

Atsushi Komoda

Salt Water Field StaffYuki Nagira
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The Minato James has been designed to have an action under 

super slow retrieves while the lure swings in strong currents, the 

sharper lines of this lures give off a superb flash during these 

slower retrieve situations. 

It falls at a natuarl pace and the small bib allows the angler to con-

trol its depth easily during the swing and enable the angler to let 

the lure drop into depper pockets and rise up in shallower areas.

The Minato James can be used year round and versatile enough to 

fish smaller waters and larger open waters as well.

Designed For Trolling
The Jackson G-Control series is world renowned for its high speed ability and tight fish catching action, so the larger G-Controlling model was  

natural progression from the current sizes. 

The G-Controlling has all the features and attributes of the smaller 28 and 40gram models but has an increased size of 180mm and has been 

purpose designed for high speed trolling for large pelagic species. The G-Controlling secondary bib adds stability at speed and also when trolled 

in turbulent waters with a diving depth of between 1 and 2 metres. It’s hardware and wire construction have also been purpose designed for 

larger species and the G-Controlling has proven itself in testing time and time again. New Daniel series!
This lure has developed based on the idea of " The 

head for rock fish which anyone can fish easily 

using feel". Through field work, we have realized the 

importance of vibration and flashing for rock fish. 

Daniel head Rock was developed with inspiration 

from the Jackson Teppan vibe of which ability and 

response is well known.

Simple retrieving enables the Daniel head Rock move its head left and right, and 

creates strong flashing and fluctuation,

moving its head gives the soft rubber trailer lure a more lifelike action and urges 

rock fish to strike. Also its balancing weight is placed backward so anglers can 

achieve overwhelming cast distance and fast sinking, which can be advantage for 

wide area fishing allowing the angler to cover so much ground. Daniel head Rock is 

a fun and easy lure to use for rock fish and many bottom dwelling species.

Type

Jig head 8Color

ColorHook

特注

Weight

14g/21g/28g

35g/42g

Price

￥950

￥1,000

Type

Floating 8Color

ColorSize

180mm

Price

￥2,700

Weight

75g

Hook

＃2/0

BLD CCD CRH LCRIWD
TTB
Blade：Silver

TTP
Blade：Silver

"center of gravity placed backward"
stabilize its posture and gives longer cast
distance and fast falling.

"original willow shape blade"
ruggedness surface gives more reflecting
interface and creates stronger flashing.

"original screw lock hook"
best shape for rock fishing and
screw keeper prevents its moving.

"DF plate (Daniel flashing plate)"
creats strong flashing and fluctuation.

Silver

Gold

RZG
Blade：Gold

SZG
Blade：Silver

SNK
Blade：Silver

SNI
Blade：Silver

TTA
Blade：Gold

TTM
Blade：Gold

14g

21g

28g

35g

42g

size comparison

2019
NEW

　

PCD RBO SCD

CIN FIW FSM NKIGGO NTU SBA SRH

ORD

NEW
COLOR

Type

Sinking 9Color

ColorSize

65mm

85mm

Price

￥1,480

￥1,600

Weight

7g

20g

Hook

#10

#6NEW SIZE

Yuki Nagira Salt Water Field Staff

GLOW

Keisuke Otsuka Salt Water Field Staff
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Daniel【salt】

GALLOP Swimmer
28g / 70mm

Spoon Complete
28g / 77mm

38g / 83mm

38g / 78mm

GALLOP Baby
3g / 31mm

5g/36mm

7g / 41mm

10g / 46mm

20g / 63mm

30g / 72mm

40g / 79mm

20g / 59mm

15g / 53mm
GALLOP Assist FALL EDITION

GALLOP Assist

30g/ 67mm

40g / 74mm

60g / 84mm

60g / 90mm

14g / 55mm

TEPPAN Vib
9g / 48mm

PY heavy minnow
39mm

PY vib
39mm

PY HW sinpen
46mm

PY shallow minnow

PY popper

PY lipless
48mm

PY shad
44mm

46mm

46mm

PY pencil
45mm

PLUNGE
55g / 95mm

85g / 110mm

70g / 103mm

20g / 63mm

26g / 72mm

TEPPAN Long
28g / 110mm

TEPPAN Blade
20g / 56mm 28g / 56mm

35g / 115mm

Athlete 7S
70mm

Athlete 9S/Athlete dash tune
90mm

Athlete 12SS
120mm

Athlete 14SS
140mm

Athlete 115MDS
115mm

Athlete 17SSV /17FSV
115mm

GALLOP Long Cast
22g / 45mm

32g / 52mm

42g / 56mm

GALLOP Slow Fall
18g / 47mm

Athlete13MDS 130mm

Athlete12SSP

Athlete14SSP

120mm

140mm

28g / 54mm

38g / 60mm

1.4inStaple Fry Jr.

2inStaple Fry

2.4inStaple Fry Long

1.6in

1.8in

Pipi Ring

Tiny Squid

3g / 35mm

5g / 42mm

1g / 21mm

30g / 80mm

40g / 83mm

14g / 61mm

20g / 67mm

Daniel head rock
14g / 37mm

21g / 41mm

28g / 46mm

35g / 49mm

42g / 52mm

ACTUAL SIZESALT LURE
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▲
BBS-511XL-AS

▲
BBS-64L

▲
BBS-64L-XLST

BBS-69L-ULST ▶

MODEL

BBS-511XL-AS
BBS-64L

BBS-64L-XLST

BBS-69L-ULST

Price

¥21,000

¥18,500

¥19,500

¥19,500

Length (ft /  cm)

5ft11in / 180.9cm

6ft4in / 194.3cm

6ft4in / 194.3cm

6ft9in / 206.3cm

Power

Extra Light

Light

Light

Light

Lure Weight

1/32-1/8

1/16-1/4

1/32-3/16

1/16-1/4

Line

2-4lb

3-6lb

2.5-5lb

3-6lb

Action

超Extra Fast

Fast

Extra Fast

Extra Fast

Self Weight

110g

102g

95g

103g

Tip Diameter

1.1mm

1.2mm

0.9mm

1.0mm

Piece

1

1

1

1

Collapsed Size

180.9cm

194.3cm

194.3cm

206.3cm

Other Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Carbon Fiber

98%

98%

98%

98%

An all-carbon solid model which inherits the flow of super trickster and trickster, the 

scraped tip can be delicate with a natural action that gives the lure a sense of life. In 

addition to being able to fish a light rig, it also copes with super tough condition game with 

super light weight rig. Suspension performance of the full solid material without any loss 

sensitivity that enables the use of thinner lines that continues to give pressure to bass while 

protecting the line from an intense fight. With the short length of  5 feet and using the  thin 

SiC ring, weight reduction is achievied and greater operability than ever before. Perfect for 

small rubber from 1/32 oz to 1/8 oz, lightweight rig such as wacky and downshot, and also 

suitable for fishing the extremely small rig necessary for chasing small mouth bass.

BBS-511XL-AS The very best finesse

Light versatile spin rod specialized in the use of small hard plugs such as flow shad, a 

sticky fast tapered blank based on a medium elastic carbon material which is superior in 

casting performance and operability using small hard plugs. its an exquisite length suitable 

for Run & Gun in a vast field and also super accuratet, it will not limit the field nor the 

fishing style. A spinning rod capable of versatile games with a plug such as a shad.

BBS-64L For The Shading specialists

Tubular + Solid Tip model which is an essential model in finesse fishing, with a carbon 

solid tip which can manipulate the lightweight finesse rigs used,it easily detects a faint bite 

and combines a high elasticity carbon tubular harnessing power required for bass. A 

model specialized for finesse worming, such as a small rubber swimming baits and finesse 

worming such as rig and down shot of 3/16 oz. or less.

BBS-64L-XLST For The Worming & Small rubber jigs

Long finesse rod of tubular + solid tip, a long rod that combines the evolved multiaxial high 

power carbon tubular butt with a UL-class carbon solid tip capable of delicate operation 

with sensitivity for big bass. A long length of 6.9 ft. corresponds to a rig of long line leader 

such as down shot and light caro, etc. A perfect long casting rod and very suitable for 

long distance from the bank fishing styles.

BBS-69L-ULST Finesse for the long casting

BB
S-
511
XL
-A
S

BB
S-
64
L

BB
S-
64
L-X
LS
T

BB
S-
69
L-U
LS
T

ALL CARBON SOLID

The spinning model adopts Fuji's VSS seat and TVSK 
hood, reducing looseness with uplocking.

The casting model adopts Fuji's micro trigger seat, a 
trigger without bulkiness corresponds to a delicate 
approach and power play as well.

The l ightest model with thin r ings and t i tanium 
frames, downsizing became possible by expanding  
apertures, and it also became possible to use a 
smaller guides.

It is natural that if the fishing style is different the rod 
shall be selected accordingly, we selected different 
elastic carbon sheets of 24t, 30t, 36t, 40t for each 
model, and created blanks suitable for each style with 
a feeling only achieved as if it is a high end product.

SOLID TIP MODELSOLID TIP MODEL

Place rods at 45 degrees with 
300g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. 
The repulsive force of rods are 
not expressed, acual feeling at a 
fight with fish may be different.

Specification

The new bass rod series from Quon which released the ultimate standard rods  for beginner to tournament anglers, with rod actions 

such as Trickster and Bastard. 

These are the ultimate standard rods  for beginner to tournament anglers, with rod actions such as Trickster and Bastard. These are the 

ultimate standard in rods with a reasonable price but diverse line-up and advanced blanks that are full of detail. The lineup suitable to 

various tackle, field and fishing style and all with different qualities, one by one rather than just a multi bass rod such as dedicated 

plugging, jig dedicated model, or for tough conditions model. 

The blanks have different materials for each model for delicate finesse rods, it is based on 36t carbon material with superior sensitivity, 

24 to 30t for moderate stickiness, 40 t carbon material for heavy rods requiring more power. By subdividing for each model and 

combining different kinds of different elastic materials, we have succeeded in producing specific rod actions.

In the search for further strength, the blank sheets are wound not only in one direction (0  degree) but also in the direction of 90 degrees and 

tightened with a carbon tape in the direction of 45 degrees. The multiaxial structure dramatically improved the rigidity and twisting and 

crushing. The guide is a stainless steel frame SiC guide made by Fuji Industry Co., Ltd. which is excellent in durability,  this series also adopts 

a new standard thin ring "SiC-S". Even compared to the current SiC ring, it is lighter with higher sensitivity due to the weight reduction and 

the inner diameter of rings have also become wider,  It also helps to improve the casting distance. The reel seat of the baitcasting model 

adopts a NEW micro trigger seat manufactured by Fuji Industry Co., Ltd. Easy to grasp, trigger with no wasted part and excellent operability. 

EVA is applied for grip. It has excellent durability and does not slip on rainy days and wet hands. With the fusion of technology cultivated 

with Quon and advanced parts, everyone enjoys the essence of bass fishing casually,these are truly the ultimate standard in bass rods.
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An all carbon solid bait rod composed of solid carbon from the tip to the butt, with a regular 

taper blank that do not kill the action of hard plugs used when chasing bass. While using 24t 

solid carbon we characterized the unique stickiness of this rod that makes sure you wont miss 

the bite. Its action is very suitable from the hook up to applying load to stop the fish during the 

fight, while using lightweight and improved  thin SiC rings. Perfcet for use with a crank and 

shad, Makimono special specialized in plugging to cover minnow and also top water plugs.

BBC-61L-AS The Makimono Special

A bait finesse rod that combines flexibility and rigidity with L class carbon solids with ML 

class powerful tubular blanks. Lightweight Texas, down shot, lightweight rig such as small 

rubber and Neko jig. The ability to sense the change of shaking and bottom, it has a delicate 

tip like a spin rod feeling. With Bait's unique rework its a renewed ability of accuracy and 

performance, but it can achieve aggressive finesse fishing styles also. Tightened with carbon 

tape, the multi-axis torqueful tubular body exerts power that will not be defeated by big bass, 

we pursued the essence of bait finesse, approaching silently, and conquer with power.

BBC-62ML-LST So-called finesse

A model specialized for rubber jig and Texas rig, it consists from 40t carbon material with 

high elasticity and hardness and 30t carbon for stickiness with power. Sensitivity is a must 

to deal with bottom fishing so this rod is excellent in jig operability and has enough power to 

fish in cover and weed. Exquisitely balanced tip is not only hard and has great hooking 

ability to hit the upper jaw with a hook while keeping a lure in the mouth of the bass. This 

one is for anglers who enjoy using Rubber jig and Texas rig as their main lures.

BBC-68MH Jigs & Texas are my favorite

Rod specialized in using spinner baits up to 3/4 oz, cranks, vibrations baits as well. We set 

the medium elastic blanks based on 30t carbon to a regular taper and have developed the 

excellent hook up rate style rod while not losing any sensitivity or changes to the lures 

action. Its 6.1 ft length is excellent in long range performance and can search wide and far 

and a versatile model combining not only long cast but pinpoint casting accuracy.

BBC-610M The Wide Searcher

Blast Beats custom Swimbait model. The Blast Beats Swimbait rod has been specifically 

designed to cast and fish larger baits. The combination of materials, taper, guides and 

grip design all combine to create a rod that is purpose built to use larger baits and catch 

larger fish with comfort, accuracy and success. The rod uses Fuji SIC guides on a 40 t 

carbon material and with a longer grip gives this rod the ability to load correctly when 

casting larger baits long distances. The Blast Beats Swimbait rod is suitable for lure 

weights from 3-5oz (120g-140g) and line PE 30-80lb.

BBC-85XXH The Prime weapon

Flipping, Swimbaiting, a versatile weapon!!

MODEL

BBC-61L-AS

BBC-62ML-LST

BBC-610M

BBC-71XH

BBC-68MH

BBC-73MH

BBC-85XXH

Price

¥21,000

¥19,500

¥19,500

¥20,500

¥19,500

¥20,000

¥25,500

Length (ft /  cm)

6ft1in / 183.8cm

6ft2in / 188.3cm

6ft10in / 207.3cm

7ft1in / 216cm

6ft8in / 203.3cm

7ft3in / 221cm　

8ft5in / 256cm　

Power

Light

Medium Light

Medium

Extra Heavy

Medium Heavy

Medium Heavy

XXHeavy

Lure Weight

1/8-3/8

1/8-1/2

1/4-3/4

1/2-3oz

1/4-1oz

3/8-1½

3/4-5oz

Line

5-10lb

6-12lb

8-16lb

12-25lb
PEMAX#5

10-20lb

10-20lb

PE30-80lb

Action

Regular Fast

Extra Fast

Regular Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Self Weight

136g

114g

133g

157g

133g

153g

203g

Tip Diameter

1.4mm

1.1mm

1.8mm

2.3mm

1.9mm

1.9mm

2.3mm

Piece

1

1

1

BJ

1

BJ

BJ

Collapsed Size

183.8cm

188.3cm

207.3cm

179cm

203.3cm

187.7cm

208cm

Carbon Fiber

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

Extra heavy versatile rod for heavy cover fishing using lures such as Texas Rig, Rubber jig, 

frog and power games that require big baits. Blanks are highly elastic but also sticky and 

have exquisite settings that combine the sharpness of manipulating heavyweight rig as 

desired and the ease of big bait use. A butt thats reinforced with  a strong shaft with 

multiple shafts and improving its rigidity and exerts enough power to handle fish in the 

monster class lurking in the heavy cover.

BBC-71XH The Versatile Sniper

Cover a wide range from light flip to swim bait,  it is a long rod which has superior long 

casting capability and it is a long rod which can be applied to flipping, a long leader rig like 

Caroliner, casting over bush and tight range control. The blank, which combines 40t and 30t 

of carbon material in a well-balanced manner, sticks moderately although it has high 

elasticity, converts it into a combined force by placing weight of lure on the entire rod,with a 

balanced rod action its a versatile weapon which is suitable for a wide range of lures, from 

worms and jigs and also hard plugs and wire baits, small and medium swim baits and big baits.

BBC-73MH

ALL CARBON SOLID SOLID TIP MODEL

BBC-61L-AS

BBC-62ML-LST

BBC-68MH

BBC-610M

BBC-73MH

BBC-71XH

BBC-85XXH

BBC-61L-AS ▶

▲
BBC-62ML-LST

BBC-610M ▶
▲

BBC-68MH

BBC-73MH ▶

▲
BBC-71XH

▲
BBC-85XXH

Other Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Specification

Place rods at 45 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. 
The repulsive force of rods are 
not expressed, acual feeling at a 
fight with fish may be different.
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A one piece oval frame for easy 
catch and high durability.

A mesh rubber grip which promises 
reliable hold.

The shaf t  is  covered by cross 
carbon sheet for higher durability.

Air vent holes are equipped for 
smooth operation.

A carabiner is installed prevent net 
from dropping.

Easy to bring by folding  
the frame

Easi ly unlock by one 
hand

MODEL

Super Trickster Net

Frame specification

（Shaft and net is not for sale individually）

STN-LF PU (Net only)

STN-LF GD (Net only)

STN-LF BL (Net only)

STN-MF PU (Net only)

Price

¥4,000

¥4,500STN-MF GD (Net only)

Frame
Size

36×30cm

42×35cm

48×40cm

Mesh
Size

5mm

7mm

10mm

Net
Depth

32cm

35cm

40cm

Frame
Thickness

8mm

8mm

10mm

STN-MF BL (Net only)
Normal frame Large frame Monster frame

30cm

32cm 35cm 40cm

36cm

35cm

42cm

40cm

48cm

STN-280 PU
STN-280 GD
STN-280 BL
STN-380 PU
STN-380 GD
STN-380 BL

MODEL

STN-180 PU
STN-180 GD

42cm

46.5cm

Close

29cm

36×30cm

36×30cm

Frame

36×30cm

2.8m

3.8m

Length

1.8m

¥13,500

¥14,500

Price

¥12,000

Purple×Orange

Gold×Black

Blue×Silver

Purple×Orange

Gold×Black

Blue×Silver

Purple×Orange

Color

Gold×Black

Blue×SilverSTN-180 BL

A landing net indispensable for anglers on bank. Trickster net, which became 

a standard has been improved and create "SUPER TRICKSTER NET". A 

landing net for a bass that assists the situation where landing is difficult, such 

as a high pressure field that challenges by narrowing the line to the limit, an 

approach from a high place that cannot reach the surface of the water, a 

scaffolding and unstable steep slope. By adopting a one-piece oval frame, the 

frame is more easily catch fish, and it has excellent strength. The mesh rubber 

is adopted as a grip, promising a more reliable hold. Additionally, equipping air 

vent holes and a carabiner to prevent dropout. Easier to handle, evolved more 

practically. A super trickster net that extends the breadth of your strategy 

without missing the chance is a must item now.

Upgrade parts for better quality landing for Super 

Trickster Net.

Vert ica l  w i thstand ing load is  4 .2kg ,  which is  

powerful enough for anglers who love to move 

around. At the same time, it is easy to put on and 

take off so that  every action can be smoothier. 

Up grade parts for both"Super Trickster Net"and "Trickster Net". It has been developed for 

anglers who walk around the shore all day long to easy to bring one. This "run-gun joint" is 

mounted lock system which is useful where you go fishing at hard bush or when a windy day, 

since it's prevent from opening the net frame by accident.

STN-RJ BL

STN-RM BL

STN-RJ PU STN-RJ GD

STN-RM PU

STN-RM GD

Price

￥3,500

Price

￥2,000

Specification
（Net not for sale individually）

▲
10mm diameter

One-piece oval frame

▲
8mm diameter

One-piece oval frame

▲
8mm diameter

One-piece oval frame

10mm rubber coated net 
▼7mm rubber coated net 

▼5mm rubber coated net
▼

For big bass, frame size is enlarged For monster bass, frame is largest and
adopt reinforced material 
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BBL CTD EPK GP GPR

HAS NGY SBKICⅠ ICⅡ

Versatile and modular to
suit many situations
Professional angler Makoto Igarashi 

designed this small rubber jig with 

his extensive knowledge.

Its concept is to push water and 

allow fish to find the jig through the 

movement quickly.

Makoto Igarashi has used this lure 

at clear water, artificial lakes and hazing water, which means it 

is versatile and effective. The Jigs strong points are the number 

and width of silicon rubber and an angle of 90°eye and the thick 

rubber skirt enables it to grab water well and allows anglers to feel 

resistance as it moves. The skirt is sparser than normal, which 

gives fast falling and an easier search. 90°angled eye enables to 

keep the body horizontal while falling and while swimming down.

This small rubber jig is versatile and can be used in many situations.

Increased vibrations and sonics
The design objective for this lure was to have tight action and allow 

anglers to feel the pulsing vibration and sonics of the lure right through the 

rod and to the hands, and so we have the Iga Jig Chatter.

A larger flat bladed head is used to create a stronger resistance and move 

more water and entice predatory species and allow the angler to feel this 

movement also, the larger bladed head also allows the lure to hold its 

position in the water column and not rise on retrieve.

The combination of the flat blade on the head and the small willow blade 

on the belly enable anglers to feel the lure movement, along with the 

combination of both blades actions gives the lure a unique action and also 

flash to entice the strike.

The head colours and matching skirt configurations finish the Iga Jig 

Chatter well.

The Iga Jig Chatter gives the angler a unique action, feel and a range of 

fishing situation options.

life like and functional and snag free
Cyarl Blade was originally designed as a trout fishing lure, but it's snag-less 

function and size is effective for bass fishing also.

The body size, hook and blade movement matched with the belly double 

hook and larger stronger rear single make this suitable for larger trout and 

of course bass and has been completely tested on both species.

This new model Cyarl has a floating and sinking versions that swims, and 

acts just like a frog, sitting perfectly life like on the pause to tempt fussy fish.

The placement of the hooks and the balance of the Cyarl when retrieved 

make it a very snag proof lure and allow great hook up rates and enable the 

angler to fish among structure, while the blades vibrate to entice the strike.

The Cyarl Blade has been design with imaginative innovation, and has 

maintained practical function.

Part of the modular
weedless jighead system

Iga Jig Head was born based on Iga ruba produced by 

Makoto Igarashi. Its basic 90°eye is effective for swimming 

and searching bottom without snagging.

Wide silicon rubber

High density resin tungsten head

Custom hook by RYUGI

An angle of 90 eye

Weight

1/32oz    3/64oz    1/16oz 10Color

Color Price

￥630

Hook

custom #4

Weight

1g    1.5g    2g    2.5g（5 pieces）

Price

￥620

Hook

custom #4

AYU CWTBKS GPCH OKWCTD SBK

Weight

1/4oz

3/8oz

1/2oz

8Color

Color Price

¥1,150

Hook

#2/0

#3/0

#4/0

Type

Blade jig

Weight

F 4g

S 6.6g

Size

48mm 8Color

Color Price

¥1,300

Hook

F:#8 / R:#4

Type

Floating

Sinking

AMG
Blade：Silver

KRG
Blade：Gold

MKG
Blade：Gold

SNG
Blade：Gold

TCG
Blade：Silver

CHG
Blade：Gold

PKG
Blade：Gold

TNG
Blade：Silver

The legs help the lure leapfrog the structure

The position of the hook enables high snug-less
and high hooking fucntion

1g 1.5g 2g 2.5g

Sinking's tow point is upward / Floating's tow point is downward

Silver Gold

Front Back Front Back

Swims well even with
slower retrieve

Creates a strong resistance
and allows anglers to feel
the movement

Auxiliary blade creates
complicated flashing
like a school of fish

Makoto Igarashi Jackson Pro Staff

2019
NEW

2019
NEW 2019

NEW

2019
NEW
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TUSS-532UL ▶

▶ TUSS-451ULL-AS

TUSS-501ULL-AS

TUSS-452UL

TUSC-432L

TUSS-492L

TUSS-532UL

TUSC-432L

TUSS-492L

TUSS-452UL

TUSS-451ULL-AS

TUSS-501ULL-AS

Metallic parts give classical design

Fuji's K guide was installed with SiC-S ring

With an accumulation of techniques in the process of developing 

"Kawasemi Rhapsody" we have accomplished the ultimate comfort rod 

which has not only a super smooth feeling from cast to retrieve but also 

ultra sensitivity. A focus was placed on the tip construction to keep 

sensitive to every bite, to allow this to happen we used low elasticity 

materials in the tip to enable the angler to sense every touch that 

occurs. Its fitted with "Sic-s" which are the light weight model guides of 

the previous "Sic". The blank has been cross wrapped oblique to 

prevent any kinds of twisting and gives the rod a smooth feeling in 

transition from cast to fighting a fish.

Specification

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
150g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. 
The repulsive force of rods are 
not expressed, acual feeling at a 
fight with fish may be different.

This model is perfect for not only casting lighter lures like floating 
minnows and spoons in wide streams, and with its length gives good 
casting distance and lure control. 

TUSS-532UL

A short length bait casting model that allows you to fish more technical 
styles in river fishing and will be suitable for any place you want to go.

TUSC-432L
This is the versitile model, and can cast and retrieve a wide range of 
lures from spoons through to heavier weighted minnows.

TUSS-492L

A perfect rod for narrow streams where the angler requires ultimate control, 
and is suited well to any micro sized lures, and is comforatble to use.

TUSS-452UL

This rod enables the angler to have complete control over the lure in 
small river situations, using the solid construction with great 
elasticity.

TUSS-451ULL-AS ALL CARBON SOLID

With an all solid blank this rod is designed for use in vairous bigger 
water situations such has head waters and wider more open water.

TUSS-501ULL-AS ALL CARBON SOLID

MODEL

TUSS-452UL

TUSS-451ULL-AS

TUSS-492L

TUSS-501ULL-AS

TUSS-532UL

TUSC-432L

Price

¥26,000

¥29,500

¥26,500

¥30,000

¥27,000

¥26,500

Length
 (ft /  cm)

4ft5in
135cm

4ft5in
135cm

4ft9in
145cm

5ft
153cm

5ft3in
160cm

4ft3in
130cm

Power

Ultra Light

UL Tip Light

Light

UL Tip Light

Ultra Light

Light

Lure
Weight

1-5g

1-8g

2-7g

1-8g

1-5g

2.5-6g

Line

2-4lb

2-6lb

2.5-6lb

2-6lb

2-4lb

2-7lb

Action

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Self
Weight

70g

80g

76g

89g

78g

63g

Tip
Diameter

1.15mm

0.9mm

1.2mm

0.9mm

1.15mm

1.2mm

Piece

2

1

2

1

2

2

Collapsed
Size

70.5cm

135cm

75.5cm

153cm

83cm

68cm

Other
Materials

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Carbon
Fiber

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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▲

TUST-454UL

TUST-504UL ▶

TUSP-454UL ▶

MODEL

TUSC-862M ▶

TUSS-822ML ▶

TUSS-722ML ▶

TUSS-882ML ▶

Metallic parts give classical design

TUST-454UL

TUST-504UL

TUSP-454UL

PriceLength (ft /  cm) Power Lure Weight Line Action Self Weight Tip DiameterPieceCollapsed Size Other MaterialsCarbon FiberMODEL

PriceLength (ft /  cm) Power Lure Weight Line Action Tip DiameterPieceCollapsed Size Other MaterialsSelf Weight Carbon Fiber

Specification

Specification

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
150g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. 
The repulsive force of rods are 
not expressed, acual feeling at a 
fight with fish may be different.

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
150g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. 
The repulsive force of rods are 
not expressed, acual feeling at a 
fight with fish may be different.

TUST-454UL

TUST-504UL

TUSP-454UL

¥27,000

¥28,000

¥26,500

4ft5in / 135cm

5ft / 152cm

4ft5in / 135cm

Ultra Light

Ultra Light

Ultra Light

1-5g

1-5g

1-5g

2-4lb

2-4lb

2-4lb

Regular Fast

Regular Fast

Fast

80g

84g

75g

1.15mm

1.15mm

1.15mm

4

4

4

51.5cm

38cm

45.5cm Glassfiber8%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber8%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber10%
Epoxy resin

92%

92%

90%

TUSS-722ML

TUSS-822ML

TUSS-882ML

TUSC-862M

¥28,500

¥29,000

¥29,500

¥30,000

7ft2in / 219cm

8ft2in / 249cm

8ft8in / 264.5cm

8ft6in / 259cm

Medium Light

Medium Light

Medium Light

Medium

5-18g

5-20g

7-28g

7-32g

5-12lb

5-12lb

6-14lb

7-14lb

Fast

Fast

Fast

Regular Fast

1.25mm

1.7mm

1.8mm

2.1mm

2

2

2

2

103cm

128.5cm

135cm

133.5cm

Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

125g

151g

167g

149g

100%

99%

99%

99%

Telescopic model with a shorter length, perfect for 
travelling and hiking to your favourite fishing place.

TUST-454UL
Its versatile length of "5ft4in" enable it to be used almost 
anywhere, from headwater to middle river styles, you can 
go fishing by train,bike and bus,  anytime anywhere!

TUST-504UL
Enjoy fishing if your hiking, camping or climbing, its fast set up 
time and design specification have made sure the action of 
the rod is superb, and its curve is amazing for a telescopic rod.

TUSP-454UL

The taper of this model is designed to give power from the 
butt to the rod belly while maintaining a light tip action for 
lure control in faster flowing rivers. 

TUSS-722ML

It has an optimum tip for manipulating about 15 g of minnow 
and butt power as not to be defeated by monster class torque. 
From heavy weight minnow to light wood minnow, it is possible 
to cast without any stress.

TUSS-822ML

The best rod in 8.8 ft. to cast spoon, vibration, and minnow. 
Casting the lure to the heart of a stream or a large river with 
a power that can lead to land fish without giving the initiative 
to them during swift flow is remarkable.

TUSS-882ML

A trout angler's bait rod that values encounters with fish. 
From the but t to berry, i t  has a del icate yet unique and 
powerful and t ip. I made it into a taper that is difficult to 
backlash, but easy to cast.

TUSC-862M

Special semi hard case
comes with TUST-454UL,
TUST-504UL, TUSP-454UL.
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MODEL

TULC-3112UL

TULC-522UL

TULC-612L

TULC-3114UL （Pack）

Price

¥23,000

¥25,000

¥25,500

¥24,500

Length
 (ft /  cm)
3ft11in

119.5cm

5ft2in
157.5cm

6ft1in
185.5cm

3ft11in
119.5cm

Power

Ultra Light

Ultra Light

Light

Ultra Light

Lure
Weight

1~5g

1~5g

2~7g

1~5g

Line

1~4lb

1~4lb

2.5~6lb

1~4lb

Action

Regular

Regular Fast

Regular Fast

Regular

Self
Weight

60.8g

71.5g

87.9g

62.7g

Tip
Diameter

1.26mm

1.3mm

1.35mm

1.32mm

Piece

2

2

2

4

Collapsed
Size

61.9cm

80.9cm

95.4cm

33cm

Carbon
Fiber

98%

98%

98%

98%

CASTING MODEL

TULN-512ULL

TULN-522L

TULN-532UL

TULT-3114UL （Telescopic）

MODEL

TULN-3112UL

TULN-432L

TULN-452ULL

TULN-472L

TULN-492UL

TULN-502L

¥22,500

¥23,000

¥23,500

¥23,000

Price

¥19,500

¥20,000

¥20,500

¥21,000

¥21,500

¥22,000

5ft1in
155cm

5ft2in
157.5cm

5ft3in
160cm

3ft11in
119.5cm

Length
 (ft /  cm)
3ft11in

119.5cm

4ft3in
129.5cm

4ft5in
135cm

4ft7in
140cm

4ft9in
145cm

5ft
152.5cm

UL tip Light

Light

Ultra Light

Ultra Light

Power

Ultra Light

Light

UL tip Light

Light

Ultra Light

Light

1~6g

2~7g

1~5g

1~5g

Lure
Weight

1-5g

2-7g

1-6g

2-7g

1-5g

2-7g

1~5lb

2.5~6lb

1~4lb

1~4lb

Line

1-4lb

2.5-6lb

1-5lb

2.5-6lb

1-4lb

2.5-6lb

Fast

Fast

Fast

Regular Fast

Action

Regular Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

74g

74.9g

71.3g

60.4g

Self
Weight

56g

61g

62g

63.5g

65.5g

68.5g

1.2mm

1.33mm

1.25mm

1.32mm

Tip
Diameter

1.2mm

1.3mm

1.2mm

1.3mm

1.2mm

1.4mm

2

2

2

4

Piece

2

2

2

2

2

2

79.6cm

80.9cm

82.1cm

40.4cm

Collapsed
Size

62cm

67cm

69.7cm

72cm

74.3cm

78cm

Other
Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

98%

98%

98%

98%

Carbon
Fiber

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

Super short length model for bait. Enjoy thoroughly fishing on rivers. This 
remarkable short length enlarge casting freedom to have width strategy.

TULC-3112UL

Versatile length of bait model at upstream. Excellent at casting light 
lures and responds to many situations, So this fits to beginners as well.

TULC-522UL
Pack bait model which can be easy to carry in a backpack. Portability is 
high, you can bring it to public transportation and also carry as a sub rod.

TULC-3114UL （Pack）

Versatile length of bait model at middle stream. Relatively thick lines 
can be handled due to bait spec, you can fish aggressively.

TULC-612L

I t  i s  an u l t ra - shor t  rod make fish ing in  headwater  has many 
obstacles, such as a tree covered the overhead and big stones 
pushing out from left and right, at the time of casting comfortable. 
This short length expands the flexibility of the cast.

TULN-3112UL

The short rod can attack the courses you want to in a wild river. It is 
just short with not only excellent in operability, but also it has a 
power can control a heavy-weight minnow freely.

TULN-432L
Handle 40mm smal l  s ize heavy weight m innow technica l ly at 
narrow-river. Even it has sensitivity to handle small lures, it has L 
power belly and butt responds to sudden appearance of big monsters.

TULN-512ULL

The model made adjustments to control a micro-sized heavyweight 
minnow easily. Ultra - l ight t ip enable the throw in a pin-point . I t 
controls with berry and bat of light power.

TULN-452ULL
In open water where nowhere to hide, Long distance is demanded. 
This rod can cast heavy weight minnow precisely and handle it.

TULN-522L

Telescopic model with super short length. ou can pack this rod to 
your back pack which makes anglers easy to c l imb up high to 
mountains to search for fields. It also can be recommended to fisher 
who enjoy trekking.

TULT-3114UL （Telescopic）

This rod goes along well with light floating minnows, Spinners and 
spoons at relatively wide stream in tributary. When you cast across 
center of stream, the length enhanced ability of control lures.

TULN-532UL

The popular one-piece model of 5 feet made two-piece. It can use a 
wide range of lures, attack at various points from headwaters to 
wide river, so it is extremely versatile model for walking and fishing 
a mountain stream.

TULN-502L

The optimal length for petite anglers attack to a variety of mountain 
stream. You can attack without any stress to large places such as a 
pool and dam that appear occasionally and a small mountain stream.

TULN-472L

It has the suppleness make easy to bite by a lure mainly use winding 
such as a micro spoon or spinner, also excellent in the operability of 
lightweight minnows such as floating minnow.

TULN-492UL

NATIVE MODEL

What if the casting distance is extended enough to experience more than it has been so far. By 

adopting KR guide system, the grip length with an emphasis on its balance and the blank can make 

good swing, it changes to a casting distance without waste of power. You can search a wide range 

without any stress. At the point that isn't required a long distance, you can concentrate more about 

the accuracy of casting. The point you can aim more accurately is spread and the rhythm of game 

can be made easier. You can control a lure more delicately.

The “Kanade” allows the angler to fish slower sections of water column where the 

fish like to sit, reaching these slower pockets in faster streams is now easier with 

the “Kanade” 

“Kanade” has the ability to fall easily into pockets of water and the semi long 

bib helps the angler hold that position. Its sensitive action through the rod tip is 

responsive and gives the Kanade a flashing and rolling action mainly due to its 

trapezoid style body and has the ability to attract fish on the fall and the retrieve.

The 45mm is a slow sinking type focusing on the responsiveness and accuracy while 

40mm・50mm・60mm are heavy versions for faster water and deeper stream sections.

The masterpiece knows freshwater

KANADE

HAY LYM CGR WPY

WCY AUG
40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm

BKG
40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm

LAY
40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm

40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm

40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm

Size

40mm

45mm

50mm

60mm

Weight

3g

3.4g

5g

8g

Hook

#14

#12

Color

13Color

10Color

13Color

Price

¥1,200

¥1,250

¥1,300

¥1,400

Type

Sinking
NEW SIZE

The 3 new colors are available
only for 40, 50 and 60mm models

GCY

NEW
COLOR

NEW
COLOR

NEW
COLOR

PCA STB
40mm / 50mm / 60mm40mm / 50mm / 60mm 40mm / 50mm / 60mm

CCA
40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm

SKY
40mm / 45mm / 50mm / 60mm

Semi-long bib helps the
angler to hold that position
Semi-long bib helps the
angler to hold that position

The trapezoid style body gives
flashing effectively
The trapezoid style body gives
flashing effectively

40 /50 /60 NEW COLOR

45

Specification

SPINNING MODELSpecification



Flat surface creates
strong flashing

Coffin shaped lip allows tight action.
Vortex generator gives its body
stability in the air

Best weight balancing to
obtain the required action
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Designed For SPEED
These days most minnows employ a low center of gravity to create stability.

However the Shizuku 62V was designed for speed, as speed is a key to entice the strike.

The Shizuku has a strong darting action when twitched and at speed can move through obstructions creating noise and vibration tempt-

ing fish to strike. Its weight balance is crucial to its swimming action and has been designed to specific specifications to obtain the 

required action,  while being conscious to keep its tight action using its coffin shaped lip.

Its body is constructed with flat surfaces, which creates various angles to reflect light and flash when retrieved and with its slim baitfish 

profile body it attracts a wide variety of fish species.

Weight

4.4g

Type

Sinking

Size

62mm 8Color

Color Price

￥1,300

Hook

#12

Age Sage is a resin based lure that creates a different sonic from the traditional metal vibration lure.

There are two weights, 2gm and a 3gm model.

This gives the angler the ability to fish various water depths effectively. 

There are two tow points to enable the angler to fish different actions with the rear eye for vibration, 

and front eye controls movement for a more lifelike appeal.

A great feature of the resin body is the ability to have translucent colors which incorporates both soft 

and strong appearances.

Strong sonic with resin body

B  A  S  SS  A  L  T T R O U T ACCESSORIES

SHIZUKU

Age Sage MAGIC 

For vibration

Sharp body creates a different
and strong sonic

Controls movement for life like appeal

Big tungsten balls
increase its falling speed

GLO SLV KGC C&P

GLOW

GLP RLB LPL LOL

Weight

2g, 3g

Type

Vibration

Size

25mm 8Color

Color Price

￥650

Hook

Front : #10
Rear : #10

AGA MYA WLC

ASⅡ CCA RYⅡ WGP

OSD

GLOW

2019
NEW

2019
NEW

reversible

Heavy Light

Patent Pending

applied
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Jackson Official InformationFollow us on Instagram!

Searchjackson.fishing

1. Use for fishing purposes only

2. Keep out of the baby's reach

3. Use after verifying the safety of the surroundings

4. The tip of the hooks are extremely sharp, please handle lures accordingly.

Caution when using Rod

Caution when using Lure

1.The material conducts electricity well,  please be careful 

of electric shock by high‐voltage line and wiring, please 
keep your  rods away from wir ings to  prevent  fata l  

acccidents.

2. Please be careful of electric shock by lightning, please 

refrain from using when lightning strikes are present in 

the area.

3 . U s e  a f t e r  v e r i f y i n g  t h e  s a f e t y  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h e  

surroundings,  It is extremely dangerous if the rod, lure 

or hook hit each other. 

4.Use for fishing purposes only

5. Keep out of the baby's reach

6.In case you broke the rod, please avoid touching the tips 

since the surface is dangerous.

7.Please cover your eyes with glasses and wear gloves and 

caps to protect yourself from the damage of broken rods.

8.Due to the material, rods can be broken by distorting, 

including high sticking the rod and over bendining.

studio jackson TSURI JACK

Don’t miss out on our latest information!

facebookWebsite
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